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Abst rac t  
In this paper, we show how it is possible to use convex polyhedra for solving linear 
interval systems without using preconditioning. We first show how to derive, from an 
enclosure of t3Z'([A], [b]), a polyhedron which contains the convex hull of the solution 
set, Then, a simplex-like method enables us to find a new outer inclusion. Moreover, 
the constraints obtained may be used to compute an inner i.clusion of 
I--1Z'([A], [b]). © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
A lot of work [5] has been done in order to solve interval inear systems 
[A]x = [b]. Rohn and Kreinovich [9,3] have proved that the calculation of 
I--127([A], [b]), the sniallest box that contains all the solutions of [A]x = [b], is 
an NP-hard problem. On the other hand, several algorithms obtain good re- 
suits, especially when the diameter of [,4] is small [7,5]. In this paper, we pro- 
pose a new algorithm which is based on linear programming. We suppose 
that we know an ~nclosure of I--1S([A], [b]), which implies that [.4] is regular. 
It consists of an iterative scheme which considers as input an enclosure of 
the solution of D~r([A], [b]) and returns an (usually better) enclosure. 
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This algorithm converges toward a superset of the convex hull of the united 
solution set Z([A], [b]). In this paper, we use the following notations: 
Z([A], [b]) = {x, ~ e [ill, =tb e [b], Ax = b}, 
F([A], [b]) denotes the convex hull of Z([A], [b]), 
i'-12:([A], [b]) denotes the interval hull of Z([A], [b]). 
The interval inear systems we consider in this paper are defined by the fol- 
lowing notations: 
[,41 = [,4,. - ~4,Ac + AA], [b] = [b,b] = [b~ - Ab, b¢ + Ab], 
where AA al~d Ab are respectively nonnegative matrix and vector. 
2. How to find a polyhedron that contains the convex hull of the united solution 
set 
It is known [5] that the solution of the problem [A]x = [b] is in general not con- 
vex. As far as we are only interested in i-IZ([A], [b]), we may use F([A], [b]) as in- 
termediate set. Oettli and Prager [6] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem I. 
(aA ~ [A], ~b ~ [b], Ax = b)  ~ IA,x - bl < Z~lxl + Ab. 
This expression does not lead directly to a polyhedron, because of the absol- 
ute value, which underlines the fact that the solution set is usually not a convex 
set. 
We give a first result which provides a way to get rid of the absolute values. 
Lemma 1. I f  [x,,~] c R", x < ~ and, i f  
I~jl - Ix_jl and flj Ycjlx_jl - xjl~jl 
~J = ~j - x_j = ~j - x j  ' 
where xj denotes the jth component o f  x, we have: 
Vx E [x_,Yc], V j, l <~j <~ n, Ixjl<~jxj+flj, 
Proof. In fact, several situations may occur (see Figs. 1-3): 
• First case: Ycj <~ 0, then ~j = - 1, flj = 0, and ~jx + flj = -x  = Ixl. 
• Second case: xj >i O, then ~j = I, flj = 0, and 09x + flj = x = Ixl. 
• Third case: fcjxj <~ 0, then O~j = (Xj "-~ Xj) / (X] -- Xj), flj "-" (-- 2ZjXj) / ()fj -- Xj). 
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Fig. !. Situation when both x_L and ,~, are positive. 
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Fig. 2. Situation when both x, and .r, are negative. 
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Fig. 3. Situation when & <~ 0 and ~i/> 0. 
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o If 0~<z~<.~j, then 
Izl ~< ~z +/~j. 
o If x]<~z~<0, then 
Izl ~< ~jz +/~j. [] 
~,jz +/~j  - Izl = -~ j / (~: j  - x_j) • (~j - z) >t o. 
~jz +/~j  - Iz = 2~y/(Z; - x/) • (z - x~) t> o. 
Thus, 
Thus, 
Lemma 2. The convex hull of the set 
0 ° = {(x,y) E 1~2, x E [xj,.~j], y< Ixl} 
is the polyhedron defined by 
:~ = {(x,y) ,x  E [xj,.~j], 0 <~ y <~ ~ix + fli}" 
Proof. If xj >i 0 or £j <~ 0, then ,ff = .P and the property is trivial. We assume 
now that xj < 0 < £]. The set ,~, which is defined by linear inequalities, is 
convex, and Lemma 2 implies ,9 "~ c .P. Therefore, Co(.ge) c ,~ (where Co(~9 °) 
denotes the convex hull of .~). 
Reciprocally, let us consider 
(a,b) E {(x,y) ,x E [xi,~i],y <~ ~ix + I~i} \ H'. 
Let us consider now the line y = ~ix + (b -  ~ja), which intersects v = x and 
y = -x  at the points (al,  h i )  = (b - ~ ia ) / ( !  - ~i)(1, I ) and 
(a2,b2) = (b - ~ia)/(I + x~)(-I, 1) respectively. Since b - ~ja <~ fl, we obtain 
xi<~al <.a,. <~xi and, therefore, (al,bl) E .c/, (a2,b2) E H' and (a,b) E Co(5/)). 
We have proved that Co(.Cf) = .¢. 13 
Let us assume that we know an enclosure of E]S([A], [b]), which may be ob- 
tained, for instance, by the algorithm proposed by Rump [7], 
DZ([A],[b]) C [x,~]. Therefore, we can expect that the following simplex 
fl([A], [b], [x_,~]) represents a good approximation of F([A], [b]). If we denote 
by D, the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the ~;'s and I; the vector 
of the fl;'s obtained from [x,2], then we define f2([A], [b], [x,,~]) as follows: 
a([a] ,  [b], k ,~] ){  
A,.x - AA D~x <~ [~ 4- AA [J, 
A,.x + AA D,x >>. b__- AA [I. 
fl([A], [b], [x,.~]) depends on the initial enclosure Ix, x] because both D~ and [I are 
defined under the condition V1Z'([A], [b])C [x,.~]. We can now enunciate the 
main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2. Let I-1Z([A], [b]) C [x,.i-]. The, l, we have 
z( [A] .  [b]) c x :  x <~ , 
-A,.- AA D~ -_b + AAfl 
where 
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I~;I - Ix_jl ~;Ix_;I - ~ j lx , l  
~;= and fli= 
• ; - x_; ~;  - x_j 
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. VI 
We have seen above how an enclosure of V],~([A], [b]) leads to a simplex that 
describes a superset of F([A], [b]). The set of problems maxx~al[Al,lhl.~.,.llx; and 
minx~t~flAl.lbl,L~.qlx; can be solved, for instance, by applying 2n times the Simplex 
method [l]. Therefore, a new enclosure of RX'([A], [b]) is obtained, and an iter- 
ative scheme can be developed. 
The limit of this iterative algorithm is usually a good enclosure of 
UI,~([A], [b]) (not too large). Unfortunately, it is difficult to find a characteriza- 
tion of this limit in order to study its accuracy. The limit is usually not equal to 
UI~'([A], [b]). We will display the results concerning the accuracy of the enclo- 
sure obtained in Section 4. 
We may nevertheless conclude in several situations. For instance, when we 
know an enclosure of UI,~([A], [b]) in which each xi keeps a constant sign, it is 
easy to prove that the algorithm described above provides the exact solution 
[q,~([A],[b]) after only one step. Indeed, in this case, the sets 
{(x,y), x E [x/,.i'j], y<~ ~/x + [!J} and {(x,y), x ~ [xj,.~j], .v<~ Ix[} are equal, and 
I2([A], [hi, [x,~]) is an exact representation f the solution set of [A]x = [b], which 
is in this case convex. 
We show on small examples given in [5] (matrices of size 2) the different sit- 
uations that may occur: 
If 
then 
[2, 41 
[A]= [ -  1,11 
[ -  i , z ] )  
[2,41 , 
[ Dz([A], [b]) = [ 
the enclosure obtained 
D~([A], [b)/c [ 
[b ]=( [ -3 '31)  
0 ' 
-2 ,21)  
- l , I ]  " 
by the algorithm proposed by Rump [7] is 
-2.11,2.11])  
- l . l l , l . l l ]  ' 
and, when starting our iterative algorithm from the enclosure obtained by the 
algorithm proposed by Rump, the limit we obtain is 
I--l~V([A], [b])C ( [-2'21 ) 
[ -  l, l] 
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In this case, the algorithm we propose converges to CIZ([A], [b]). 
If 
[2, 4] 
[A]= [ -  1,1] 
then 
DZ'([A], [b]) =/~[ [ 
the enclosure obtained 
D~([A] [b]) c ([ ' [ 
and, when starting our 
algorithm proposed by 
[- l, ll) 
[2 ,4 ]  . ' 
[b]= ( [ -0 .5 ,61)  
[1, 1.5] ' 
-0.83,4.16]) 
-1.16,2.831 ' 
by the algorithm proposed by Rump [7] is 
- 2.56, 4.23]) 
- 2.06, 2.891 ' 
iterative algorithm from the enclosure obtained by the 
Rump, the limit we obtain is 
D.,r([A] [b])c ( [ -1 .50,4.16])  
' [ -  1.45,2.83] " 
In this case, the right bounds of the solution set we obtain are exact, but not 
the left ones. The algorithm converges to a strict superset of I--1Z([A], [b]). 
If 
I-, 01) 
[A]= [_1,0] 2 ' [b]= _1.2 ' 
then 
[0.3,0.6] ) 
I--I_r([A],[b]) = [_ 0.6,0.3] ' 
the enclosure obtained by the algorithm proposed by Rump [7] is 
( [0 .23 ,0 .72] )  
I--1Z'([A], [b]) C [_ 0.72,-0.24] ' 
and, when starting our iterative algorithm from the enclosure obtained by the 
algorithm proposed by Rump, the result we obtain after one step is 
[0.3,0.61) 
I--1Z'([A l, [b]) C [_ 0.6, 0.31 " 
In this case, the solution set we obtain is equal to I--IS([A], [b]) after only one 
step of the algorithm. 
In Section 3, we present a modification of the algorithm presented above, in 
order to perform it in a reasonable amount of time. 
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3. Algorithm for the outer inclusion 
In Section 2, we have presented an iterative method which solves interval 
linear systems. This method requires the execution of 2n Simplex algorithms 
during each step of the algorithm. Since an execution of the Simplex algorithm 
requires roughly O(n 3) flogs [1,11], the total amount of work per iteration is 
therefore of order O(n4). The algorithms proposed by Rump [7] and Neumaier 
[5] require an amount of work of order 5n 3. We show in this section how to 
perform a step of the algorithm in time O(n3). 
We propose a three-step algorithm in order to obtain an outer inclusion. The 
first step consists in using perturbation theory in order to find good starting 
points for the Simplex algorithm. The second step consists in checking the opti- 
mality ofthe starting points defined uring step 1, and, if necessary instarting the 
Simplex algorithm. Indeed, as we will show in Section 4, the starting points ob- 
tained during step 1 are in many cases optimal especially when the perturbation 
matrix AA is small. Therefore, in many cases, the use of the Simplex algorithm is 
not necessary and the computation ofthe solution can be obtained in time of or- 
der O(n3). The last step is a correction step, which is necessary toobtain a proved 
outer inclusion, since all previous computations are not exact. 
3.1. General sketch of the algorithm 
STEP ! Compute an initial 
guess of the vertex 
STEP 2 Check the optimality of the current vertex 
no 
Apply one step of 
the simplex algorithm 
STEP 3 ] ComputeboundsPrOved ~1- 
yes 
3.2. First step 
In order to obtain a cheap resolution of the problem, it is of importance to 
know good starting points for the Simplex algorithm. The first step of the al- 
gorithm consists therefore in using perturbation theory in order to find these 
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starting points. Let us suppose that x0 is the solution of the system A,x0 = be, 
then (x0 + fx) E Z([A], [b]) if and only if 
3 fA E [-AA, AA], 3 3b E [-Ab, Ab], (A~ + fA)(xo + 8x) = b,. + fib. 
Therefore, at first order, 
fx  = A-j ~ ( - fAxo  + fb), 
t fx  = t Vi, 1 <<. i <~ n, e i -e  i A[. i(fAxo + fb). 
At this stage, we need to use the following basic lemma of interval arithmetic. 
Lemma 3. Let (x,y) E ~n-', AA E Mn(l~), AA >I 0, then 
{xtfAy, fa E [-AA,AA]} = [-Ix'IAAlyl, Ix'l~lYl], 
x ' fAy= -[xtlAA[., I 
xtfAy = Ix'IAAlYl 
i f  fA = -D i  AAD2, 
ij 6,4 = DI AAD2, 
where D! and D,. denote the diagonal matrices whose entries are the sign vectors 
o f  x and y respectively. 
Therefore, when 8A and ob describe respectively [-AA,AA] and [-Ab,?,~,], 
elfx describes, at first order, 
[-leSA ,'l(aAIxol + Ab), ' - '  leia,. I( lx,, 
q'herefore, in order to approximately minimize elfx, a good choice consists 
in considering the system A,.x - b,. = Di (Ab + AAD2x), where Di and D2 are de- 
fined above. 
Moreover, since AAD2x is supposed to be close to AAD~x, we can associate 
the solution of the previous equation with the vertex of f2([A], [b], [x,.~]) defined 
by 
Acx - b,. = Dl(Ab + AAD~x). 
Therefore, we can start the Simplex algorithm for minimizing elfx from the 
vertex defined above. We will analyze the quality of this starting point in Sec- 
tion 4. 
The total cost of this step consists in the inversion of A, i.e. n 3 flops when 
using an LU factorization [2]. 
3.3. Second step 
This step consists in checking the optimality of the constraints et corre- 
sponding to a given point. In order to apply general theorems of linear pro- 
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gramming, we perform the following change of variables which induce use of 
positive variables. We set y - x - x: 
~2([A], [b], [x,~]) = y, -A~ - AAD, 
-/d, 
y<~ ~-b  + Mf l  + (Ac+ MD~)x . 
Therefore, a vertex y of I2([A], [b], [x,~]) satisfies an equation of the following 
form 
(DA, - AAD~)y = Db' + Ab', 
where D is a diagonal matrix 
Ab'= ab + AA(D,x + fl). 
(l) 
satisfying [D = Id,,, b~. = bc - A,,x and 
3.3.1. Checking the optimality of the constraint set 
Our aim is to check the optimality of the set of the constraints defined by 
Eq. (1) with respect o the minimization ofy~ over f2. We use the following fun- 
damental theorem of linear programming [1]: 
Theorem 3. Let zg be the solution of 
u'(OA,.- AAD,) = e',, (2) 
where e~ is the first canonical basis vector. I f  u >i O, then: 
• The set ofconstra#Its defined above is optimal for the problem min,,~yi. 
• The vertex y corresponding to the minfl~tzation satisfies (DA,.- AAD,)y = 
Db' + Aft. 
• minye.o.yi =e]y  = u'(DA,.- AAD,)y = ut(Db' + AAb'). 
3.3.2. Algorithm 
We now present an algorithm to solve approx~,mately Eq. (2). Let M be de- 
fined as M = AAD~B, where B is the computed inverse of A,.. Note that M does 
not depend on the extremal point problem we consider. We use the following 
iterative scheme: 
5tl = etiB, 51+ , = (51D)M. 
We stop the iteration scheme when 6k <~ e~, a small threshold, and we set 
fit= (E~ 51)D. 
We consider that the set of constraints i optimal if f ~< e2, where e2 is a small 
positive vector. Therefore, iffi ~< e2, we go to the third step, otherwise, we perform 
a step ofthe Simplex algorithm and then we restart he second step. Note that iffi' 
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is the vector associated with the maximization ofyl ,  then ~,t = (~--~ (_ 1 )~+n 8[)D. 
Therefore, the computation of ~' only involves k additions of vectors. 
3.4. Third step 
3.4.1. Computing sure bounds 
We are looking for a proved outer inclusion of the interval hull of the solu- 
tion set. We therefore need to perform a correction step, since all previous com- 
putations were not sure. At this stage, we know that ~ <~ e2. 
Let us set 
=mifi(zi, O), S= -&. &4D, and s= 
- -b '  c + Ab' 
If d = ~tS - e~, then we have 
,~Zs <~ max{is, z ~< 0, ztS <. e~ + d} 
<~ min{(en + ¢)ty, y ~ O, Sy<~ s} duality theorem of L.P. 
<~ min{etly,  >10, Sy<.s} + max{dy, y >t O, Sy<.s} 
and, therefore 
minyn >i ~ts- max{ety, 0~<y<~-x_} >I fits-I1~1111~-xll. 
)'El/ 
The expression above gives a proved lower bound for min,,~_oyn and therefore 
tbr min,.~z.yl. 
3.4.2. Practical hnplementation 
In the sequel, we show how to bypass the computation of e, by obtaining an 
upper bound of I1 11, Let A' denote the exact inverse of the computed inverse B 
of A (whenever A' does not exist, we cannot apply what follows). Let us set 
A = A' - ,4,., C = DA, -  AAD~, 
k- I  
1, = (~ - ~)' ~'D = etiB ~-~(DM) ' ,  
0 
utD =etiB ~_.(DM)' ~ ut(C - DA) = etl, 
0 
v'D = e'lA ,. ~-~(O~ :)' -" '- utC e'~ 
0 
Theorem 4. If IIMII and ~'llAcll Ilnll where e', defined below, only 
depends on the machine precision, then 
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I1~11 ~< (llAcll + I1~11)(11,,11 + Ilull) + 4~'llAcll"llSll(ll~ll 4-I1~,11). 
303 
Proof .  
(DM) i. Since IIMII ~< ½, 
I1(~- u)'CII ~< II,,ll(llAcll + IlaAII) and I1(~- u)'ll <~ I1,,11. 
Evaluation of I I (v- u)'Cll: (v - u) 'C = u'DA and therefore 
~< Ilall(ll~ll + Ile, ll). 
Evaluation of II(v - ~)'cIl: 
therefore 
Evaluation of I1(~- u)'Cll: (~-  u)tD = e~B~_,~. (DM) i=  8kDME~ 
II(v-u)'Cll 
II(v - a)'Cll ~ II(v - u)'cII + II(a - u)'Cll and 
I I (v- ~)'cII ~ II~,ll(llAcil + I1~11) + I1~11(11~11 + I1~,11). 
Evaluation of IIAII: If the computed inverse B of A~ is obtained with LU fac- 
torization, we know [4] that A,.B = I + E where IIEII <~ glIA,.IIIIBII, where g de- 
pends on machine accuracy. Thus, A'= (I +E)-IA,. and, since llEIl~<g 
_ = :~ l)k+ IlA~llllt~ll ~ ½, A' A~ A~E~  ( -  'E k and finally 
IIAII ~< 2dllA, II" IlSll. 
Since ~ = t~'C - e~ = (t~ - v)'C + (v'C - e{) - pC, we obtain the proof of the 
theorem. I--1 
The crucial point is that the majoration of I I~il does not require additional 
computations. 
4. Numer ica l  resu l ts  
In this section, we describe numerical results obtained with random matrices 
A,, and AA and for random vectors b,. and Ab. We compare the results of the 
proposed algorithm after one iteration with the results of the algorithm pro- 
posed by Rump [7]. The initial enclosure we consider is the result of Rump's 
algorithm. It is known [8] that, for Rump's algorithm, the ratio 
perimeter of Rump's outer inclusion/perimeter of the interval hull depends on 
norm(A)/norm(Zk4 ) cond(A ). 
We therefore display results according to norm(A)/norm(AA)cond(A). As
the quality of the enclosure of Z in f2 depends on the position of the solution 
set with respect o 0, we consider different situations for 27 (that is to say con- 
taining 0 or not intersecting any axis). The x-axis represents he size of all the 
test matrices (Fig. 4). 
In Figs. 5-7 we display z~, the average number of the steps of the Simplex 
algorithm necessary for the computation of an extremal point from the initial 
guess (step 2) and 
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5. Algorithm for the inner inclusion 
We now present an algorithm which computes an inner inclusion of the so- 
lution set. By inner inclusion, we mean an interval vector L_v, fi] such that 
c DZ([A], [b])c [b], 
Note that it is a completely different problem to solve iv,p] c E([A], [hi). The 
m 
main interest of the inner inclusion we compute is to estimate the accuracy of 
the outer inclusion and to enclose the interval hull of the solution set between 
two interval vectors. Moreover, numerical results indicate that the inner inclu- 
sion is very close to the interval hull (in fact, it is very often the exact interval hull). 
The algorithm is based on the results for the outer inclusion. It computes 2n 
points of the solution set which are supposed to be close to extremal points. 
5.1. How to,find inner "extremal" po#lts? 
Let us consider again the problem of the minimization ofy~. We know that 
the extremal point of Q which realizes this minimization is defined by 
O(A,.x- b,.) = zL4(D,x +//) + Ab. (3) 
Let us now consider a point on the frontier of Z'. 
Lemma 4 (Rohn). x belongs to the.fi'ontier O['Z .-e--->. [A,.x- b,I = z~lxl + Ab 
and 
[A ,x -  b,l = zXA [xl + Ab ,', ;, 
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319' diagonal, IO'l- Id(n), D'(A~x- b,.) = AAIxl + Ab. (4) 
This lemma is a direct application of the Oettli-Prager [8] theorem. Since 
D,x + fl represents an approximation of [xl, we can notice an analogy between 
the definition of x in expressions (3) and (4). 
We therefore consider as extremal point associated to the minimization of x~ 
for the inner inclusion the point x defined by 
O(Acx- be) = aAIxl + Ab, 
where D is the matrix associated to the minimization of Yl over f2. 
5.2. Algorithm 
The algorithm consists in solving the equations 
D(A x - =  lxl + Ab  x = Mlxl + a, 
where M = A[IDAA and a = A~I(DAb+ b). 
Since such a point belongs to the frontier of Z', the algorithm leads to an inner 
inclusion of Z. If we suppose that [A] is strongly regular, that is to say 
p(IA[~IAA) < 1, then p(M) < I and wecan use the algorithm proposed by Rohn. 
Theorem 5. I f  p(M) < 1, then, .for every a, the equation x = Mlxl + a has a 
unique solution, and the iteration 
x t+~ := glxll + a(l = 0, 1,2,...) 
converges to the solution for every choice of the starth~g vector x °. 
In order to obtain a good starting vector, we can solve the equation 
D(A,,x- b,.) = AA(D~x + fl) + Ab. 
We therefore start from the vector which corresponds to the minimization of 
xl over ~. When p(M) is not small enough, it is known that the convergence 
may be slow. Rohn therefore proposed the sign accord algorithm, which does 
not require strong regularity of [A]. 
It consists in solving x = MD'x + a, for different matrices D'. 
Sign accord algorithm (Rohn) 
Step 1: Select D' with [D'[ = Id(n) 
Step 2: For s = 1, . . . .  2" do 
solve x -:- MD'x + a; 
if D'x >>. 0 terminate (success); otherwise compute 
k := min{j = 1,.. . ,  n; ~jx~ < 0}; 
change the sign of ~-k; 
Step 3: Terminate (failure). 
0.03 
0.02S 
0.02 
0.015 
0.0! 
0.005 
, ,  ~, ~, 
0.01 
0.01 
O.Oe 
O.O~! 
i O.N 
O.N 
0.01 
,, ~, ~, ~, ~ ~, ~, , ,  * 
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Fig. 8. Tt and T_,, Z centered -norm(A/l) = (norm(A,.). 0.1)/cond(Ac). 
Rohn [10] has proved that the algorithm is finite when [A] is regular. Although 
the number of steps may be exponential, it is generally reasonable. If we know 
the signs of the solution of D(Acx - be) = AA(D~x + fl) + Ab, then we can start 
with the matrix D' such that D'x >t O. In the cases such that the points that re- 
alize the minimization of x] over Z and fl have the same sign vector, we will not 
have to perform any change of sign. In fact, none of the cases we considered for 
the outer inclusion requires the execution of more than one step. 
5.3. Numerical results 
We display results for matrices of the same kind as those used for the outer 
inclusion. We only consider the case 2~ centered since results for inner and outer 
inclusion are the same when Z does not intersect any axis. Figs. 8 and 9 repre- 
sent the evolution with n of both quantity T] and z2, where 
2.5" I0) 9x I0~ 
I. 
7 
| 
§ 
4 
1 
!o 2o 3o 40 So eo ~ c _.L.---~.lo 
i i 
2o 3ll 
| i 
40 so 6o 
Fig. 9. r2 and z,, Z centered - norm(ZXA) = (norm(A,.) •0.01)/cond(A,). 
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_ perimeter(inner inclusion) 
T~ = 1 perimeter(outer inclusion) 
_ perimeter(outer mclusion) 
T2 = 1 perimeter(Rump's algorit~:i~,,)" 
We can see that inner and outer inclusions are usually very close. Even in the 
case where norm(Zk4) = (norm(Ac), 0.1)/cond(Ac), we usually obtain 
1 - perimeter(I-IX) ~< 1%. 
perimeter(outer inclusion) 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we show how to derive from the Simplex algorithm an efficient 
method to compute inner and outer inclusion of the united solution set. The 
outer inclusion is obtained in O(n 3) flops and does not require the precondi- 
tioning of the system. The inner inclusion coincides very often with the exact 
interval hull of the united solution set, but we have no way to prove this prop- 
erty. However, an estimation of the quality of the outer inclusion can be ob- 
tained, even without computing the inner inclusion. 
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